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Introducing the concept of digital twins in healthcare, medical education, and research is a complex multistage chal-
lenge requiring participation of multidisciplinary teams. In pursuing this goal, we have created a validated database of
scans of colorectal tumor slides associated with relevant clinical and histological information. This database is also
linked to the blood bank, which opens a wide range of opportunities for further research. Herein, we present our
experience within the scope of the digital twins initiative.
Introduction

A digital twin is referred to as a replica of a real object or phenomenon.1

This term was first introduced in the early 1990s,2 while the general con-
cept was developed in 2002.3 It was described as data transmission from
real equipment to its virtual twin resulting in a high-precision virtual
model that can imitate a real object’s behavior. At present, digital twins
are widely used in industry, for instance, by NASA, General Electric, Sie-
mens, ANSYS, Dassault, etc.4 There is an emerging use of digital twins in ed-
ucation, especially since the COVID-19 pandemic. For example, this
technology was successfully applied in training architects5 and engineers.6

Inmedicine, though, despite thewide use of digital technologies and ar-
tificial intelligence,7–9 the application of the digital twins’ concept is still in
its infancy, not only in education but also in healthcare and research. This
can be explained by the utmost complexity of biological systems, which
should be represented at multiple levels, including molecular, cellular,
and tissular ones,8 to be fully mimicked. While still a challenge, elaboration
of digital twins in medicine starts with the first steps, such as consolidation
of data between biobanks and creation of databases.

Technique description

To ensure the selection of highly informative samples for the database, 3
pathologists, a biologist, and a laboratory technician perform slide
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evaluation and scanning. Slides of colorectal cancer (adenocarcinoma) frag-
ments (Fig. 1A), as well as of regional and distant metastases (Fig. 1B) are se-
lected. The slides are scanned using a Leica Aperio AT2 slide scanner with an
x40 objective. The digital copies of the slide are thenmarked by a specialist in
QuPath software into several classes: Tumor; Intramural_vascular_invasion;
Extramural_vascular_invasion; Perineural_invasion; Tumor_budding; Tumor_
infiltrating_lymphocytes; Lymphoid_follicles.

Relevant clinical and histological information is entered into the table
based on Microsoft Excel Spreadsheet Software, making it compatible
with spreadsheet editors of other software developers on Windows, Linux,
and MacOS operating systems. All queries, filtering, and data selection
are implemented using standard Microsoft Excel functions.

The table contains information about patient’s sex, age, codes of associ-
ated histological scans, number of scans, tumor localization and staging, co-
morbidities, ICD-code, tumor dimensions (mm), circular tumor growth,
ulcerations, foci of necrosis, degrees of differentiation and malignancy, inva-
sion (including fat, perineural, blood, and lymphatic vessels invasion), lym-
phatic nodes with and without metastases, metastases dimensions,
resection margins, signet-ring cells, tumor response and budding, number
of lymphoid follicles and infiltrating lymphocytes, mutations in APC, TP53,
KRAS, NRAS, and BRAF genes, microsatellite instability, chromosomal insta-
bility, CpG islandmethylator phenotype, consensusmolecular subgroups, TS,
TP, DPD, MSH2, MLH1, PMS2, MSH6, CD133, CD44, CD166, ALDH1, TGFβ,
EGFR, CD34, VEGF, CD3, CD4, CD8, CD68, and p53 expression.
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Fig. 1.Markup of a histological slide scan via QuPath software.
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Results

As a result, a database of colorectal cancer cases was created. The data-
base consists of 3 main blocks:

1. Scans of histological slides that are marked according to key and
prognostically significant morphological patterns using the QuPath soft-
ware.

2. Anonymized clinical data along with morphological and immunohisto-
chemical tumor characteristics (consists of several sections integrated
into a single table and is linked to the data from the blood bank).

3. Reference books and classifiers (contains data for checking values and
substituting data into the tables of the previous block).

The database contains cases of colorectal cancer of various localizations
(Table 1).

The algorithms developed for creating this database can be applied for
the creation of databases for other projects of the digital twins initiative.
The parameters chosen to create this database can be optimized consider-
ing other pathologic conditions' specifics.
Discussion

Colorectal cancer is the world’s third most common cause of cancer
death.10,11 Classical TNM staging corresponding to the primary tumor inva-
sion degree (T), lymph node status (N), and distantmetastases (M)12 is used
to characterize a tumor, and further treatment strategy is based on this in-
formation. Machine learning methods are increasingly used for histological
and immunohistochemical slides analysis,13 helping to ease the burden on
pathologists, decreasing medical error probability and improving overall
accuracy and productivity. Still, according to some estimations, more
than 50% of cases of colorectal cancer are detected at stages III–IV.14

Moreover, due to cancer heterogeneity, there is an unmet need for
highly personalized treatment strategies, as well as for the balance between
the treatment efficacy and safety. These gaps in diagnostics and treatment
urge the need for digital twins development.

Developing complex digital models based on biobanks of tumor tissues
and biological fluids of patients representing the disease dynamics could
contribute to the improvement of advanced diagnostics and more effective
screening of colorectal cancer. Moreover, such digital twins could be used
in medical education, helping to develop competencies in personalized
healthcare.

International experience broadens the scope for digital twins creation.
For example, a digital platform for kidney preimplantation biopsies pro-
posed by Neri and colleagues aims to increase the precision of organ assess-
ment and its predictive value for transplant outcomes.15 TheArchipelago of
Ovarian Cancer Research (AOCR), an initiative of Dutch biobanks, pro-
motes fundamental and translational research on ovarian cancer, accumu-
lating blood and tissue samples, clinical and pathological data (including
digitalized slides), and encouraging researchers to enrich the biobank
with data resulting from their experiments.16 International cooperation be-
tween biobanks could help accumulate large amounts of data faster, thus
Table 1
ICD codes for cases included in the database.

№ ICD

1) C18.7 Malignant neoplasm: Sigmoid colon
2) C20 Malignant neoplasm: Rectum
3) C19 Malignant neoplasm: Rectosigmoid junction
4) C18.6 Malignant neoplasm: Descending colon
5) C18.0 Malignant neoplasm: Caecum
6) C18.2 Malignant neoplasm: Ascending colon
7) C18.4 Malignant neoplasm: Transverse colon
8) C18.5 Malignant neoplasm: Splenic flexure
9) C21.1 Malignant neoplasm: Anal canal
10) C18.8 Malignant neoplasm: Overlapping lesion of colon
11) C18.3 Malignant neoplasm: Hepatic flexure
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boosting the creation of digital twins for various pathologies. To facilitate
data consolidation, biobanks should follow common standard operating
protocols and are encouraged to promote transparency and responsible
use of biospecimen.17

However, the widespread introduction of digital twins in healthcare,
medical education, and research is currently limited by the long and costly
development process.18 Furthermore, some associated ethical issues, in-
cluding personal data management, need to be addressed.4,19,20 Finally,
the use of digital twins in medical education is sometimes frowned upon
due to the fear of supplanting traditional bedside teaching. However, the
proposed digital twin concept rather aims to enrich the existing approaches
and, in some years,may become an indispensable component of healthcare,
education, and research.
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